Atlantis HD
Medical Video Documentation System

ATLANTIS HD

Video Documentation System
Intui ve Interface
Four buttons guide
you through the entire
workflow: planning,
intervention, review
and finish. Easy for any
user.

Smart Image
Processing
Overlay the image with
a hospital logo or patient
details. Enhance the
image with brightness &
contrast. Never miss a
moment with the prerecord functionality.

Instant Backup
Be 100% sure of your
data. Atlantis HD
provides instant backup when inserting a
USB stick.

Media Management
Managing your media is
simple with Atlantis HD.
Access the EPR, HIS or
PACS and be part of the
hospital. Connect and
share with one touch.

Balance Disk Space
and Quality

Quick Report
Generator

Atlantis HD allows two
simultaneous recordings.
The complete intervention
can be recorded at
archiving quality using
minimal disk space.
Important phases are
recorded in best quality.

Finish your work in style.
After your intervention
a report, using a
personalized template, is
available for final editing.

ATLANTIS Box HD
Compa ble

Full HD

Medical Grade

Connect Atlantis HD to any medical
imaging device. Control its functions
using the buttons of the linked camera,
the Atlantis HD buttons or footswitches.

Get the best out of your images. Atlantis
HD Box provides full HD input and full
HD output. You won’t miss a detail with
this 1920x1080 resolution.

The aluminium case is fluid resistant and
passively cooled. The box comes with a
medical grade power supply.

Video Documentation System

ATLANTIS HD
Teach & Educate

Share
Connect to the hospital
and integrate all your
work. Atlantis HD
uses DICOM and
other standards, which
makes PACS integration
possible.

An image says more
than a thousand
words. Atlantis HD is
a part of your medical
workflow and can be
used for education and
training.

Cost Eﬀec ve
Maintenance
Atlantis HD so ware
can be upgraded on a
regular basis. A flexible
license system allows
easy implementa on
and updates.

Atlantis HD is an
affordable solution
to integrate all video
sources with the HIS/
PACS system. The
system can easily be
installed in the DOR.

Open Pla orm

Instant Back-up

Atlantis HD is compatible
with any environment
using IHE standards.
Choosing for an open
platform makes your
investment future-proof.

Atlantis HD gives you a
unique feature. You can
record to the hospital
network and back-up
simultaneously on a
USB-stick.
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